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The Three Questions

What is the problem?

What is new or different?

What are the contributions and limitations?



Why Bother with Migration?

Advantages in general

Load sharing

Communications performance

Availability

Reconfiguration

Utilizing special hardware/software features

Fine-grained mobility in particular

Data movement/exchange

Invocation performance

Garbage collection



Emerald Goals

Provide mobility without sacrificing performance

Procedure calls in local case

RPC in remote case

Provide a single object model

While still allowing for different implementations

Small, local data objects

Large active objects

Target environment: local network with ≤100 nodes



Emerald Objects

Objects have four components

Unique network-wide name

Representation: data & references to other objects

Set of operations

Optional process

Objects are not class-based, do not form a hierarchy

Associated with concrete type object (which has code)

Can be compared against an abstract type (i.e., interface)

What are advantages/disadvantages of this model?



Basic Ingredients of Mobility

Five primitives

Locate, move, fix, unfix, refix (i.e., atomic unfix, move, fix)

How is fix is stronger than move?

Explicit location through node object

Implicit location through any other object

Attachments

Control what objects are moved together

Are transitive

Are not symmetric



Calling Convention

In general: call-by-reference semantics

What is the problem in a distributed system?

For efficiency: automatic argument migration

Controlled by compiler (think small, immutable objects)

Controlled by programmer

Call-by-move

Call-by-visit



Emerald Processes

Lightweight threads animating objects

Stacks of activation records

Objects may move ➙ what about activations?

Always return to original node

Leaves residual dependencies, which may limit availability

Move activations with objects

Need a clever implementation



Implementation



Three Kinds of Layout

Global, local, and direct objects

What happens when a global object is on a different node?
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Fig. 3. Emerald addressing structures. 

(2) A local object is completely contained within another object; that is, a 

reference to the local object is never exported outside the boundary of the 

enclosing object. Such objects cannot move independently; they always move 

along with their enclosing object. Local objects are heap allocated. An invocation 

is implemented by a local procedure call or in-line code. The array a in Figure 1 

is not used outside of the directory and can thus be implemented as a local object. 

(3) A direct object is a local object whose data area is allocated directly in the 
representation of the enclosing object. Direct objects are used mainly for primitive 

built-in types, structures of primitive types, and other simple objects whose 

organization can be deduced at compile time. For example, all integers are direct 

objects. 

Figure 3 shows the various implementation and addressing options used by 

Emerald. Variable X names a global object, and the value stored in X is the 

address of a local object descriptor. Each node contains an object descriptor for 

every global object for which references exist on that node. When the last 

reference to object m is deleted from node k, k’s object descriptor for m can be 

garbage collected. 
An object descriptor contains information about the state and location of a 

global object. The first word of the object descriptor identifies it as a descriptor 

and contains control bits indicating whether the object is local or global (the G 

bit) and whether or not the object is resident (the R bit). If the resident bit is 

set, the object descriptor contains the memory address of the object’s data area; 

otherwise, the descriptor contains a forwarding address to the object as described 

in Section 3.2. 

Variable Y in Figure 3 names a local object. The value stored in Y is the 

address of the object’s data area. The first word of this data area, like the first 

word of an object descriptor, contains fields identifying the area and indicating 

that this is a local object, that is, the data area acts as its own descriptor. Finally, 
variable 2 names a direct object that was allocated within the variable itself. 

Notice that within a single node, all objects can be addressed directly without 

kernel intervention. Emerald variables contain references that are location 
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Finding Objects

Mechanism based on forwarding addresses

Each object has a global object identifier (OID)

Each node has an access table mapping OIDs to descriptors

OID ➙ <timestamp, node>

Every sent reference contains OID and forwarding address

Searching node follows up to two forwarding addresses

If unsuccessful, resorts to broadcasts

Why not keep a directory of nodes referencing object?



Fun with Pointers

Problem: when possible, Emerald uses direct addresses

Local to a machine, need to be translated on move

Solution: object and activation record templates

Identify types (pointers, data, monitors) and their slots122 l E. Jul, H. Levy, N. Hutchinson, and A. Black 

Fig. 4. Simple Emerald object definition. 

const simpleobject == object simpleobject 

monitor 

var myself : Any +- simpleobject 

var nome : String - “Emerald” 

var i : Integer - 17 

operation GetAfyName + [n : String] 
n - nan,e 

end GetMyName 

end monitor 

end simpleobject 

Concrete Type 

Data Area 

tag IGIR 1 

I code pointer I- 

Operation 

Code 

Monitor 1 a Data 4 

Pointer 2 

Temphte 

t+iif+ 

Object Descriptor for stmpleobject 

“Emerald” 

Fig. 5. Data area and template structure. 

-a lock for the monitor, 

-the variable i allocated as 4 bytes of data, and 

-the variables myself and name, each allocated as a pointer to an object. 

The template does not describe the first two items since every data area 

contains them. Each template entry contains a count of the number of items 

described and the types of the items (called template-types). Typical template- 

types are 

-Pointer, which is the address of an object; pointers must be translated if the 

object is moved. 

-Data, which are direct data (e.g., integers) stored as numbers of bytes; these 

are not translated. 

--MonitorLock, which controls access to the object’s monitor. Monitors are 

implemented as a Boolean and a queue of processes awaiting entry to the 

monitor. A monitor must be translated if the object is moved. 

Attached objects, which must move along with an object being moved, are 

indicated simply by a bit in the template entry. The compiler contiguously 

allocates variables that can be described by identical template entries. Therefore, 

the average template contains only two or three entries. 

In addition to data areas, the compiler must produce templates to describe 
activation records so that active invocations can be moved along with objects. 
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contains them. Each template entry contains a count of the number of items 
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-Pointer, which is the address of an object; pointers must be translated if the 

object is moved. 

-Data, which are direct data (e.g., integers) stored as numbers of bytes; these 

are not translated. 

--MonitorLock, which controls access to the object’s monitor. Monitors are 

implemented as a Boolean and a queue of processes awaiting entry to the 

monitor. A monitor must be translated if the object is moved. 

Attached objects, which must move along with an object being moved, are 

indicated simply by a bit in the template entry. The compiler contiguously 

allocates variables that can be described by identical template entries. Therefore, 

the average template contains only two or three entries. 

In addition to data areas, the compiler must produce templates to describe 
activation records so that active invocations can be moved along with objects. 
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The Mechanics of Moving

Moving objects

Messages include data area and translation information

For global object pointers: OID, forwarding & local addresses

For local object pointers: data and local address

Receiver allocates space, builds translation table,
makes sure descriptors exist, traverses data

Moving activation records

Problem: need to locate activation records for object

Possible solutions

Record invocations ➙ too expensive on regular invocations

Search invocations ➙ too expensive on moves



More Mechanics

Moving activation records in Emerald

Maintain list of activation records in object

On invocation, mark activation record as "not linked"

On preemption, traverse stack for not linked records
and link them

Why is this cheaper than recording invocations?

Handling processor registers

Emerald uses callee-saved registers — why?

All registers included in moving activation record — why?

Scan current invocation stack for callee-saved values



Garbage Collection

Two collectors: one local and one global

Global collector

Builds on object descriptors

Represent out edges (and are already maintained by runtime)

Implements mark-and-sweep

Paints object in white, gray, and black — what do colors mean?

Uses clever techniques in face of mobility and concurrency

Mark moving object black (to prevent "outrunning")

Track unavailable nodes and inform them later

Mark process data before running (to support concurrency)

"Freeze" objects to avoid high initial cost



Performance



Microbenchmarks

What do we learn from this table?
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Table II. Remote Operation Timing 
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Operation type Timelms 

Local invocation 0.019 

Kernel CPU time. remote invocation 3.4 

Elapsed time, remote invocation 

Remote invocation, local reference parameter 

27.9 

31.0 

Remote invocation. call-bv-move parameter 33.0 

Remote invocation, call-by-visit parameter 37.4 

Remote invocation, remote reference parameter 61.8 

Table III. Incremental Cost of Remote 

Invocation Parameters 

Parameter passing mode Time/ms 

Call-bv-move 2.0 

Call-bv-visit 6.4 

Call-by-remote-reference 30.8 

Moving a simple data object, such as the object in Figure 4, takes about 12 

milliseconds. This time is less than the round-trip message time because the 

reply messages are “piggybacked” on other messages (i.e., each move does not 

require a unique reply). Moving an object with a process is more complex; as 

previously stated, although Emerald does not need to move an entire address 

space, it must send translation data so that the object can be linked into the 

address space on the destination node. The time to move a small process object 

with 6 variables is 40 milliseconds. In this case, the Emerald kernel constructs a 

message consisting of about 600 bytes of information, including object references, 

immediate data for replicated objects, a stack segment, and general process- 

control information. The process-control information and stack segment together 

consume about 180 bytes. 

4.2 Message Traffic In The Emerald Mail System 

The elapsed time benefit of call-by-move, as shown in Table III, is due primarily 

to the reduction in network message traffic. We have measured the effect of this 
traffic reduction in the Emerald mail system, an experimental application mod- 

eled after the Eden mail system [2]. Mailboxes and mail messages are both 

implemented as Emerald objects. In contrast to traditional mail systems, a 

message addressed to multiple recipients is not copied into each mailbox. Rather, 

the single mail message is shared between the multiple mailboxes to which it is 

addressed. 
In a workstation environment, we would expect each person’s mailbox normally 

to remain on its owner’s private workstation. Only when a person changes 
workstations or reads mail from another workstation would the mailbox be 

moved. However, we expect mail messages to be more mobile. When a message 
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Messaging

What do we learn from this experiment?
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Table IV. Mail System Traffic 

Without mobility 

Total elapsed time (in seconds) 71 

Remote invocations 1,386 

Network sent messages 2,772 

Network packets sent 2,940 

Total bytes transferred 568,716 

Total bytes moved 0 

With mobility 

55 

666 

1,312 

1,954 

528,696 

382,848 

is composed, it will be invoked heavily by the sender (in order to define the 

contents of its fields) and should reside on the sender’s node. In section 2.4 we 

discussed how mail messages may utilize call-by-move to colocate themselves 

with a single destination mailbox upon delivery. If there are multiple destinations 

it is reasonable for the message to stay at the sender’s node, but when the message 

is read it may be profitable to colocate the message with the reader’s mailbox. 

To measure the impact of mobility in the mail system, we have implemented 

two versions: one which does not use mobility, and one which uses mobility in 

an attempt to decrease message traffic. In the Emerald mail system, the reading 

of a mail message takes five invocations: one to get the mail message from a 

mailbox, and four to read the four fields. If the mail message is remote, then 
reading the message will take four remote invocations. By moving the mail 

message, these four remote invocations are replaced by a move followed by four 

local invocations. However, additional effort may be required by other mailboxes 
to find the message once it has moved. 

To facilitate comparison, a synthetic workload was used to drive each of the 

mail system implementations. Ten short messages (about one hundred bytes) 

and ten long messages (several thousand bytes) were sent from a user on each of 

four nodes to various combinations of users on other nodes; the recipients then 

read the mail that they received. 

Table IV shows some of the measurement data collected by the Emerald kernel. 

As the Table shows, the use of mobility more than halved the number of remote 

invocations, reduced the number of network packets by 34 percent, and cut the 

total elapsed time by 22 percent. The number of network messages sent is exactly 

twice the number of invocations; each invocation requires a send and a reply. 

The number of packets is slightly higher than the number of network messages 

because the long mail messages require two packets. Note that the number of 

packets required per invocation is higher with mobility because mobile mail 

messages cause subsequent message readers to follow forwarding addresses. 

Moving the mail messages reduces the total number of bytes transferred only 

slightly, by seven percent. Although the same data must eventually arrive at the 

remote site, whether by remote invocation or by move, the per-byte overhead of 
move is slightly less than that of invocation. In applications in which only a 

small portion of the data in an object is required at the remote site, invocation 

might still be more efficient than move. 
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So, How to Evaluate?

This paper is based on an incomplete implementation
and features an unconvincing evaluation

In general, we need a well-defined hypothesis
and empirical evidence to (dis)prove hypothesis

What would a good hypothesis for Emerald?

How would you collect empirical evidence for it?



What Do You Think?


